M∞Os
Channeled to Mo 09/17/09 - “And so it is. You create a poem with stanzas that do need to
rhyme—to fit together in order to make sense...a theme that develops, with a rhythm and
cadence and everything fitting together to produce a message. But what is this message of
the universe that your work offers to earth at this time? As with many poems, it isn’t quite
clear until you have gotten to the last line—the 'punch line' as you might say. And of course, it
is unconditional love. The great human struggle in two of your words…..And now it is time to
tell the world its purpose. Begin with a few and there will be many, for it is your roots!”
Channeled to Mo 10/24/10 – “And now, over a year later, we call it 'unconditional
consciousness,' since 'love' is a word with many meanings and embedded in the old duality of
love and hate. The new human is one of neutrality who is guided by the welfare of the whole
rather than any of its parts. This is the only way earth can survive, as many earth beings
know. You offer the structure through which “old humans” can evolve in this lifetime into
new humans. The baggage is all left behind as they are enabled to be all they can be. And all
they have to do is say they want irrefutable M∞Os!”

M∞Os (“M Infinity O’s”) represents a commitment by Higher Power to not forsake earth
in its time of greatest need. It recognizes the untruths of the past and heals the traumas
that have left us vulnerable. It ushers in the possibility for everyone, if they so choose, to
ascend to a higher vibration and realize full potential.
M∞Os is unconditional love—into infinity. This means having compassion for others,
accepting our differences as a reflection of our unique histories and caring more about
the big picture than ourselves. M∞Os means moving through the world with a protective
iridescent bubble for miles around us that keeps us safe and secure. It means being
surrounded by a network of expanded guidance—dolphins, light-beings, crystalline
energies, archangels and other guides who understand us, love us and want to help.
M∞Os means we can manifest at higher levels—simply ask for something to happen and
it happens—and the results are permanent. It means the ability to create vibrations of
helpful smells (such as essential oils) and sounds (that can’t be heard) just by asking for
them. M∞Os means peace of mind. Finally, it means reclaiming our energy heritage.
You just have to say it one time; you are only asking for absolute truth.
All you have to do is say: “For myself and all my parts—from the smallest

to the largest—I want irrefutable M∞Os.”
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